ActivityInfo for WASH activities reporting and partners coordination

WASH Cluster Online Dashboard, Iraq - Visit the Dashboard.
Why?
● Specific, specialized capabilities tailored to cluster IMOs needs.
● Quick to deploy, easy to learn: no installations, servers, development.
● Fast and flexible procurement; start using the software from day one.
● Consistent, high quality data by and for all stakeholders.
● Secure system based on best practices, trusted by the UN, INGOS & NGOs worldwide.
● Supported by a team with 10+ years of experience in IM systems.

What?
● Real-time data overview.
● Advanced control on users and data.
● Offline, online, mobile and desktop data collection.
● Customizable ready-made templates for WASH & multi-partner reporting.
● Powerful API & integrations.
● Built-in tools for consistent reporting (importer, geodatabase, locks & rules).

Examples of ActivityInfo use

**WASH Cluster, Iraq:** Standardized the reporting format for partners reporting to the national level IMO for the WASH Cluster. Also, during the COVID-19 Iraq Response, the WASH Cluster developed innovative ways to monitor the response, including the joint “Health, CCCM and WASH Cluster ActivityInfo mapping” and the “WASH Cluster camp and informal settlement hygiene kit distribution” tracker. Read more in the report “Iraq: WASH Cluster COVID-19 Lessons Learned” published by the WASH Cluster and Mercy Corps in March 2021.

**WASH Cluster, Yemen:** [WASH Cluster reporting tool]

**WASH Sector, Lebanon:** [Information management coordination for WASH Sector]

**WASH, DRC:** Multiple partner organizations collaborating on a variety of WASH activities including [activities taking place close to areas affected by EVD cases].

Procurement & next steps

ActivityInfo has a Global Frame Agreement in place with UNHCR and we are happy to extend the terms of the Frame Agreement to the UN Secretariat and to UN Technical Agencies. In most cases, other UN Agencies can use the terms of the Frame Agreement to procure ActivityInfo through a streamlined process. Similar to a Long Term Agreement (LTA), it allows offices to directly raise a Purchase Order for a customized Subscription Plan to ActivityInfo. This makes the procurement process simpler and quicker.

[Contact us](#) for more information or a demo or [try some database templates with a Free Trial](#)!